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With the appropriate gear your training time will be maximized and you will have the
best overall experience.
Please prepare for your class by gathering and familiarizing yourself with the gear which
is listed below.
You are encouraged to call ahead with questions or concerns.
Safety Equipment:
•
•
•
•

Eye protection: Safety glasses that provide side protection and will not fall off
Hearing Protection: Muffs or plugs that provide a minimum of 25db of noise
reduction
Hat with a brim (ball cap or boonie)
Crew neck shirt

Clothing:
•
•
•
•

Footwear appropriate for light running/hiking
Extra footwear for wet/muddy conditions
Shorts or pants that allow freedom of movement
Shirts with a crew type or mock turtle neck line (V necks or low cut blouses are
traps for hot brass)

Food/Beverage:
Plenty of Water, quick snacks such as energy bars, Lunch if required
Miscellaneous:
Kneepads, bug spray, sunscreen, folding chair, rain gear, etc.
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Handguns:
Bring a quality semi-auto handgun or revolver and a minimum of 3 magazines or speed
loaders. Please choose a model appropriate for learning and practicing the skills being
covered. It is preferable to have a larger rather than a smaller handgun for learning and
training purposes. A larger gun will be easier to manipulate and master the techniques
on. It will also provide less recoil and be much more comfortable to shoot.
The calibers that we recommend are .380ACP, 38 special, 9mm, 40S&W, 44 special,
45ACP.
We do not recommend 22 rimfire handguns for group training as they are not reliable
and will hold up the class as we address the frequent malfunctions.
We have had hundreds of students and have first-hand experience with many brands
and models of handgun. There are some models that rarely have issues even under the
hardest use. There are other brands/models that time and time again have proven to be
problematic. We will refrain from listing the poor performers by name but you can
surmise from the list of specific recommendations the guns that are proven performers.
We provide specific training for micro compact pocket pistols, J frame snub nose
revolvers and other specialized firearms. For our general classes we recommend the
following firearms specifically.
1) Striker fired semi-auto pistols including: Any Glock, Smith & Wesson M&P
series from the Shield up to the larger models, Springfield Armory XDS and XD
series. Ruger LC9s and SR series and Sig Sauer P320. Other brands such as
Walther, FN, H&K and Steyr in the above size range would also be fine.
2) Double action semi-auto pistols including Kahr, Ruger LC9, Beretta 92,
Beretta PX4, Sig Sauer, Smith & Wesson and CZ
3) Single action semi-auto pistols: 1911 style pistols that you personally know to
be reliable are welcome. Note that some 1911’s can be finicky about magazines
and ammo and may require more frequent maintenance and cleaning.
4) Double action revolvers with at least a 3” barrel and a full handgrip. Specifically
Smith & Wesson K, L or N frame chambered in 38 special, 9mm, 44 special or
45ACP. Ruger and Taurus revolvers in the above size range are also great
choices.
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Gear:
•

Holster: A strong side belt holster is required for all training classes unless
otherwise stated. We prefer open top, outside the waist band holsters with no
retention straps. Kydex or Leather holsters are fine. The following features
should be considered standard to participate in range training:
o Non-collapsible mouth that allows uninhibited and positive one handed reholstering
o Covers trigger guard
o Has retention adequate for light running (no retention straps)
o Secure attachment to belt. Two attachment points are preferred to assure
that holster does not rotate when bending.

The strong side holster provides a uniform method of presentation allowing for the
indoctrination of the basic skills of presenting the defensive handgun. The
movements learned are applicable to all other methods of draw and presentation.
Why no retention straps? We will be drawing and re-holstering over 50 times in a 4
hour class. The straps inhibit one handed re-holstering and can cause a negligent
discharge if they get caught in the trigger guard during re-holstering.
•

•

Mag Pouch/Speed loaders: A belt mounted device capable of holding 2 spare
magazines or speed loaders is required for all classes. Keeping the gun running
is considered among the most basic skills at Strong Side DFT.
Belt: A minimum of 1.5” wide belt which is purpose built for carrying a handgun
and related gear is among the most basic gear for concealed carry. We prefer
purpose built 2 layer leather or 5 stitch web gun belts.

Ammunition:
200 rounds of quality ammo should be adequate for most of the Strong Side DFT class
offerings. We emphasis the quality of our exercises and drills over shear round count.
Handloads are acceptable. However, any ammunition malfunctions will disqualify its use
immediately at the instructor’s discretion. Bring factory ammo as back-up.
Ball ammo is most appropriate including those labeled FMJ, TMJ, etc.

